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Sounding 1Unit

The  Formula

Every  begins with this six-word formula:



Write one of these Hebrew words——next to its icon.

Fill in the Missing Words
Fill in the missing word in these phrases. 

Answers: 
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Unit 1
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What is a ?
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Final Letters
There are five Hebrew letters that have a different form when they are at the end of a word. This 
different form is called , or ending.

and
Practice these words that end with a  letter. But be careful! Sometimes the  letter might 
have a vowel! 







Unit 1

Underline the words below that have the “the”.

The “The”
(or) is the Hebrew prefix that means “the”. When you add  to  it becomes ,“the tree”.
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Practice these  words and phrases.

Sounding Practice
Unit 1
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Unit 1

Race 
against 

your partner 
by saying the 
words on the 
racetrack as 

carefully 
and as 

quickly as 
you can.
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Bingo

Use this blank board to play a game of Bingo. Write in the 25 words from the list below in 
any order you’d like. Then play Bingo. You win if you get five in a row.



















































Unit 1
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Unit 2

Sounding 2Unit
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Practice these  from  Each time you practice a brakhah, begin with line 1.

Write one of these Hebrew words——next to its icon.
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I Confess

Here is a prayer we say on Yom Kippur to confess our sins as a congregation. 
This prayer, called the , is arranged alphabetically and covers a variety of misdeeds.

Practice these words and phrases from the  by saying the name of the letter first, and then the 
words.

         .1

         .2

         .3

         .4

         .5

         .6

 Words
Check off the boxes that have words ending in .

    

    

    

    

Unit 2
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Sounding Practice
Practice these  words and phrases.
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Unit 2

Root Practice
Look at these three root words. Do you remember what they mean?

       = ruler

Practice these words and phrases that contain these three roots. Circle the words from the root 
underline the words from , and box the words from the root .

  .1
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  .4
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  .6

  .7

   .8

  .9

      Write in the missing letters for these words built from the roots , and .

.12
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.11

.14

.10

.13

= command= holy
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A Crossword Puzzle
Here is a crossword puzzle for you. Add the word in Hebrew next to its icon.
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Unit 2
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Practice  and circle all the words that contain the root .

 .1

 .2

  .3

 .4

 .5

Unit 3

3Unit

Here are the two lines of the . Put the leader’s words in order by putting a “1” in the box of the 
first word, a “2” in the second, a “3” in the third, and a “4” in the last word.

   

Now do the same for the congregation’s response.

    

  The three letter root  means “bless”.
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Unit 3
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Sounding Practice

Practice these words from the .

Practice these phrases from the .

And now practice these phrases with the root .
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Unit 3

Four Square

Play with a friend. Choose a box and “read” the word or picture. If you read it correctly, put your 
initials in the box. The object is to place your initials in adjoining boxes to make a square while block-
ing your opponent.

Challenge! Win by making two separate sets of “Four Squares”.

      

     

      

     

      

      




